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Abstract 

Future Biorefinery (FuBio) has been one of the first research directions within forest-

cluster joint company (Fibic) in Finland. Within FuBio new wood-based value chains 

towards material applications have been developed. Those utilize the naturally built 

wood polymers with as sensitive and cheap processing as possible to generate new 

material solutions for already existing markets in wood products, packaging, tissue, 

textile and even health products. This has required the development of completely 

new technologies for wood refining, resulting in novel materials, which most likely 

find their end-uses in new markets, i.e. markets that are have been  previously less 

in the focus of the pulp & paper industry.  

 

The textile fiber industry is facing new challenges due to the population growth and 

the increasing demand in consumption goods. The demand in textile fibers is 

predicted to rise by 77 % by 2030. The share of natural and man-made cellulosic 

fibers (MMCF) is expected to be between 33 and 37 % of the global fiber 

consumption. Due to the limited expansion potential of cotton production and the 

drawbacks of the currently commercialized viscose and lyocell processes, new 

alternatives need to be developed to fill the so called future cellulose gap. In this 

presentation two new sustainable processes to produce MMCF from wood cellulose 

are presented. 

The fibers produced so far by IONCELL-F PROCESS demonstrate exceptional 

properties as depicted in Figure 1. The fibers with a linear density of 1.2 – 2.0 dtex 

are very strong both in the conditioned (65 % RH) and  wet state. High tenacities in 

the conditioned and wet state, 50.5 cN/tex and 45 cN/tex respectively, can easily be 

achieved, transcending the properties of commercial fibers. The very high elastic 

modulus up to 30 GPa is another outstanding characteristic of this fiber making it 

suitable as a reinforcing fiber in composites and films.  



 

 

       

 
 

IONCELL-F PROCESS is a new type MMCF based on the lyocell process but using a 

more environmentally friendly solvent, ionic liquid (IL). In this process, wood-based 

cellulosic material is dissolved in a special ionic liquid and then regenerated by dry-

jet wet spinning. The solution process using ionic liquids allows simultaneous adding 

of reactive molecules for obtaining functionalized regenerated fibers. 

The fibers produced by solvent-free biotechnical process BIOCELSOL (BCL) show a 

tensile strength typical of standard viscose fibers but a very high water absorption 

capacity. A high water absorption capacity of textile fibers is important for a 

comfortable feel of textile. In hygienic application high water absorption is also a 

desired property. The BCL fibers have double and the modified BCL fibers triple water 

absorption compared to commercial viscose fibers as shown in Figure 2. Linear 

density of BCL fibers can be adjusted according to the end product. BCL-process is an 

enzyme-catalysed water-based cellulose dissolution method without any hazardous 

chemicals. Pretreated cellulose is dissolved into cheap alkaline solvent through 

freezing-melting cycle. The fibers are regenerated by wet spinning utilizing the same 

machinery as the viscose process.  



 

 

BIOCELSOL method allows the etherification of primary hydroxyl with molecules 

containing double bonds. The manufacturing of regenerated fibers with increased 

water absorption capacity (1:2-3) after reactive grafting of pulp with 3-butoxy- or 3-

allyloxy-2-hydroxypropyl using a low substitution degree (D.S.= 0,09). In case of final 

BCL, fibres are firstly allylated and then modified with 32% of polyacrylic acid (PAA) 

which results in swelling ratio of 1:12 similar to SAP products. 

Two final products (a scarf and a dress) were successfully manufactured via the 

IONCELL-F concept and thus predict a promising future for this new Lyocell brand 

based on an ionic liquid-based spinning process. Two final products (a 

hydroentangled nonwoven sheet and a knitted hat) were successfully produced 

from the Biocelsol fibers.  

There is consequently a big opportunity for the Finnish (Forest) industry to develop 

MMCF processes such as IONCELL-F(iber) and Biocelsol. The high availability of raw 

material (birch and pine/spruce wood) and the best available technologies in 

sustainable wood fractionation for pulp production make Finland a favorable place 

for establishing such new brands together with Finnish fashion and design 

companies. 
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